Bioaccumulation and ecotoxicity increase during indirect photochemical transformation of polycyclic musk tonalide: A modeling study
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Abstract
Polycyclic musks (PCMs) have recently caused a worldwide environmental concern due to their bioaccumulation potential and ecotoxicological effects. Herein, the -OH-initiated indirect photochemical transformation mechanism, environmental fate and ecotoxicity of PCMs (by taking tonalide as an example) were theoretically studied. Results show that tonalide can be degraded readily through -OH-addition and H-abstraction pathways, with total rate constants of $6.03 \times 10^9$ s$^{-1}$. The -OH-addition pathways were dominant at low temperature (<287 K), whereas H-abstraction was the dominant pathway at high temperature. Further, the bioconcentration factors (BCF) and aquatic toxicities to fish of all transformation products from H-abstraction pathways were smaller than tonalide. In contrast, these values of most intermediates from -OH-addition pathways were up to 8 times higher than tonalide. Particularly, the resultant phenolic product PC1 had a BCF of 5590 L/kg wet-wt, which exceeds the cutoff criterion set for the typically persistent organic pollutants as critically bioaccumulative. Notably, PC1 would mainly be produced under anaerobic aquatic conditions at low temperatures. Therefore, particular attention should be paid to the indirect photochemical products and parental PCMs, particularly the intermediates from -OH-addition pathway.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Polycyclic musks (PCMs) are not only used as fragrance ingredients in perfumes, cosmetics, detergents and other scented personal care products, but also as additives in cigarettes, and fish baits (Heberer, 2003). Among these PCMs, tonalide along with galaxolide are two of the most frequently used products. Both of them represent approximately 95% of PCMs within the EU market (Clara et al., 2011). Given the extensive use and high consumption, tonalide and other PCMs are continuously discharged into aquatic environment. Their concentrations are quite variable depending on the proximity of urban or rural center and their corresponding discharge points. In addition, the removal efficiencies of conventional wastewater treatment plants (WWTP) were reported as 25.5%—70.1% for PCMs (Zhou et al., 2009). As a result, they appear at ng/L concentrations in WWTP effluent and receiving bodies (Chase et al., 2012). Especially, tonalide and galaxolide at the highest levels were the predominant PCMs (Lu et al., 2015). These PCMs would not only contaminate the water environment, but also were frequently found in aquatic organisms as well as accumulate in aquatic organisms (Chen et al., 2015; Fernandes et al., 2013; Fromme et al., 2001a; Kannan et al., 2005; Luckenbach and Epel, 2005), and even human milk, blood, and adipose tissues (Schiavone et al., 2010). More important, when released into water, PCMs may transform into other products. Also, it is worth noting that the levels of several transformation products in water were higher than their parental PCMs (Gomez et al., 2012; Lange et al., 2015). As such, the aquatic ecosystems are exposed to an unknown cocktail of PCMs and transformation products. Therefore, it is of great concern to unmask the transformation mechanisms, kinetics, and fate of PCMs in aquatic environments. Further, the...
exposure risk of PCMs and their transformation products to aquatic organisms also needs to be investigated.

Photochemical pathway is generally considered as an important potential transformation process for PCMs in water, because their biodegradation and hydrolysis are slow (Buerge et al., 2003; Lucía Sanchez-Prado et al., 2004). Previous experiments showed that both tonalide and galaxolide are quite photochemically unstable (Buerge et al., 2003; Santiago-Moreno et al., 2012), and the photodegradation rate of tonalide was approximately 12–30 times quicker than galaxolide under UV irradiation in laboratory (Buerge et al., 2003; Lucía Sanchez-Prado et al., 2004). This suggests that tonalide is more easily photo-transformed than galaxolide. However, the photochemical transformation of PCMs is mainly focused on galaxolide. As for tonalide, the photochemical transformation mechanisms and environmental impacts in natural waters are rarely discussed. Particularly, no report was focused on the indirect photochemical transformation mechanisms of tonalide, although a paper suggested that the indirect photo-transformation processes were important and more likely to occur, because various photochemically active light absorbers are present in surface waters (Fenner et al., 2013). In fact, indirect photochemical transformation of organics involves a number of reactive oxygen species (ROSs) such as *OH, H₂O₂ and O₂ (*Dong and Rosario-Ortiz, 2012), which can also stimulate the degradation of target compounds in surface water. Among these ROSs, *OH shows the highest reactivity and plays an important role in the photodegradation of a wide spectrum of contaminants (Dong and Rosario-Ortiz, 2012; Wenk et al., 2011). Therefore, the study of the role played by *OH-initiated indirect photolysis is expected to help properly understand the photochemical mechanism of tonalide in natural waters.

To have a cost-effective and convenient approach, which does not involve any harm to animals for toxicological studies, computational calculation is frequently adopted to investigate the environmental, chemical, and biological processes at the molecular level (Am et al., 2014; Gao et al., 2015, 2014b, 2016; Rusyn and Daston, 2010; Wang et al., 2011). In this work, the *OH-initiated photochemical transformation mechanism, kinetics and fate of tonalide in aquatic environments were systematically investigated using the density functional theory (DFT). Further, considering that toxic intermediates produced during the *OH-initiated photochemical transformation of most emerging organics in water are higher than their parental compounds, the potential ecotoxicity of this process was also assessed. The bioaccumulation effects and potential exposure risks to fish of tonalide (originally present) and transformation products were evaluated in detail using model calculations. The obtained theoretical data would supply good complements to better understand the photochemical transformation of PCMs and hence, would allow the readers to better estimate the potential exposure risks to organisms imposed by PCMs and their transformation products in aquatic environment.

2. Computational methods

2.1. Mechanism computation

All quantum chemical calculations in this work were carried out using the Gaussian 09 package (Frisch et al., 2009). The geometry optimization of the reactants, products, and transition states (TS) were performed using hybrid density functional M06-2X method (Zhao and Truhlar, 2008a,b) with 6–31 + G (d,p) basis set. It has been shown that M06-2X can give the best performance without increasing the computational time for the thermochemistry and kinetics calculations (Li et al., 2014; Zhao and Truhlar, 2008b). Therefore, it has successfully been applied to simulate the radical-initiated oxidation of organics in environmental studies (So et al., 2014). The solvent effect of water was considered by continuum solvation model ‘SMD’ (Marenich et al., 2009). To identify all stationary points as either minima (zero imaginary frequency) or TS (only one imaginary frequency), and to obtain the thermodynamic contributions, harmonic vibrational frequencies were calculated at the same level as of geometry optimization. The minimum energy pathway (MEP) was obtained using intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) theory to confirm that each TS accurately connected the reactant with the associated product. Since the kinetics calculations are sensitive to activation energy, a more flexible basis set 6-311 + G (3df,2p) was therefore employed to determine the single point energies. The profile of potential energy surface (PES) was also constructed at M062X/6-311 + G (3df,2p) level.

2.2. Kinetics computation

The reaction kinetics was calculated using transition-state theory (TST) after considering both solvent cage and diffusion-limited effects. The rate constants (k) are calculated using Eq. (1) described in early published references (Evans and Polanyi, 1935; Eyring, 1935; Galano and Alvarez-Iidabo, 2009):

\[
k = \frac{k_B T}{h} \exp \left(\frac{-\Delta G^\ddagger}{RT}\right)
\]

where \(k_B\) and \(h\) are the Boltzmann and Planck constants respectively; \(\Delta G^\ddagger\) is the free energy barrier including the thermodynamic contribution correction; \(\sigma\) represents the reaction path degeneracy, accounting for the number of equivalent reaction paths.

To simulate realistic solution, the solvent cage effect is included according to the correction proposed by Okuno (1997) and the expression used to correct Gibbs free energy as follows:

\[
\Delta G^\ddagger_{SV} = \Delta G^\ddagger_S - RT \left\{ \ln \left[ 10^{2n-2} \right] - (n-1) \right\}
\]

where \(n\) represents the molecularity of the reaction.

For the diffusion-limit reaction, the apparent rate constant \(k_{\text{app}}\) cannot be directly obtained from TST calculations. It is calculated using the Collins-Kimball theory (Collins and Kimball, 1949):

\[
k_{\text{app}} = \frac{k_D}{k + k_D}
\]

where \(k\) is the thermal rate constant, obtained from TST calculations (Eq. (1)), and \(k_D\) is the steady-state Smoluchowski rate constant for an irreversible bimolecular diffusion-controlled reaction (Gao et al., 2014a).

2.3. Bioconcentration and ecotoxicity assessment

Fish typically serves as a target aquatic species for bioconcentration and ecotoxicity assessments in view of its importance as food for many species including humans along with the availability of standardized testing protocols (Zhao et al., 2008). The bioconcentration factors (BCF) of tonalide and its transformation products were estimated using the regression-based method BCFBAF v 3.01 (USEPA (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency), 2016). Their ecotoxicities to fish were assessed using the “ecological structure–activity relationships [ECOSAR]” program (ECOSAR, 2014). Herein, acute toxicity is expressed using LC50 value (the concentration of tested pollutant leading to 50% dead fish). As for complex chemicals with multi-functional groups with more than one effect concentration (such as LC50) available, the lowest toxicity value was chosen for the most conservative estimate to be considered as the precautionary principle.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Reactants properties and optimized structures

The optimized structures of both reactants (tonalide and \(\cdot\)OH) and the carbon atom numbers of tonalide are shown in Fig. 1. Tonalide, as a naphthalene derivative, contains a substituted cyclohexane (C) and a benzene ring (B) with an acetyl group, with a dihedral angle of \(-177^\circ\) between benzene and cyclohexane rings. That is, tonalide has a nearly coplanar conformation. This kind of structure might impose toxicity to fish and other organisms by affecting the interaction of coplanar chemicals with target cells (Uhle et al., 1999).

Further, the calculated structural parameters and harmonic vibrational frequencies of the reactants were calculated at M062X level. As shown in Fig. 1 and Table S1, the calculated frequency of \(\cdot\)OH radicals of 3724 cm\(^{-1}\) matches very well with the available experimental value of 3738 cm\(^{-1}\) (Chase, 1998), although it is slightly lower than the previous result (3857 cm\(^{-1}\)) calculated at MP2(full)/6-311G(d,p) level (Liu et al., 2004). Thus, the calculated structural parameters and harmonic vibrational frequencies of the reactants were calculated at M062X/6-31 + g (d,p) level.

3.2. Initial reaction mechanisms of tonalide with \(\cdot\)OH

The \(\cdot\)OH-initiated indirect photochemical transformation mechanisms of tonalide were modeled and summarized as three groups in Scheme S1.

(i) \(\cdot\)OH-addition: either onto C atom of benzene ring (\(R_{\text{addB1}}-6\)) or onto carbonyl group (\(R_{\text{addB7}}\)).

(ii) H-abstraction by \(\cdot\)OH from benzene ring (\(R_{\text{addB2}}\) and \(R_{\text{addB5}}\)), cyclohexane ring (\(R_{\text{addC3'}}\) and \(R_{\text{addC2'}}\)), methyl group (\(R_{\text{addB8}}, \text{B9 and }R_{\text{addC1'}}, \text{C4', C5'}.\)

(iii) Single-electron transfer: from tonalide molecules to \(\cdot\)OH (\(R_{\text{set}}\)).

For the completeness of transformation mechanisms in this work, electron transfer pathway is still considered, although it is not a common mechanism for \(\cdot\)OH-initiated reactions (Fang et al., 2000). Fig. S1 presents the optimized geometries of involved TSs for all reaction pathways. Generally, different transformation pathways have a dissimilar probability to take place, although they occur in parallel. As such, to further understand tonalide transformation fate in water under \(\cdot\)OH conditions, both transformation mechanisms and main transformation products were studied.

Table 1 presents the computed reaction energy (\(\Delta G\)) and energy barrier (\(\Delta G^e\)) of each reaction pathway. The single-electron transfer pathway (\(R_{\text{set}}\)) is found to be an endothermic process with a positive \(\Delta G\) (18.88 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)), while other pathways including all \(\cdot\)OH-addition and H-abstraction pathways are exothermic processes with negative \(\Delta G\) (-2.47 to -29.42 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)). Thus, the pathway of single-electron transfer from tonalide molecule to \(\cdot\)OH is predicted to be less spontaneous than other exothermic pathways, and can be completely ruled out from tonalide transformation process. It can therefore be concluded that electron transfer reaction has a very low occurrence probability. The result was also observed experimentally during the \(\cdot\)OH-initiated transformation of most emerging organics such as phthalates (An et al., 2014) and parabens (Fang et al., 2013). For \(\cdot\)OH-addition pathways, the highest energy barrier (\(\Delta G^e\)) of 19.06 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) was located in carbonyl-\(\cdot\)OH-addition pathway (\(R_{\text{addB7}}\)) (Table 1), which was higher by at least 7.76 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) than benzene-\(\cdot\)OH-addition pathways (\(R_{\text{addB1}}-6\)). This suggests that carbonyl group is more difficult to be attacked by \(\cdot\)OH than the benzene ring of tonalide. Further, the reactivity of unsaturated carbonyl group is lower than the benzene ring among various emerging organics. Among six benzene-\(\cdot\)OH-addition pathways (\(R_{\text{addB1}}-6\)), the calculated \(\Delta G^e\) of \(R_{\text{addB1}}\) and \(R_{\text{addB5}}\) were obtained as 8.00 and 8.47 kcal mol\(^{-1}\), respectively. These values are lower by 1.36-4.38 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) than the pathways \(R_{\text{addB2,3,4,6}}\). These imply

![Fig. 1. The optimized geometries of reactants (tonalide and \(\cdot\)OH) at the M062X/6-31 + g (d,p) level. Bond lengths are in angstroms (\(\AA\)).](image-url)
that $R_{\text{add}B1}$ and $R_{\text{add}B5}$ pathways may be the most favorable •OH-addition pathways for tonalide transformation, leading to the formation of •OH-adducts of tonalide-OH$_3$ and •tonalide-OH$_{B5}$, respectively.

As for H-abstraction pathways, the $\Delta G^e$ of benzene–H—abstraction ($R_{\text{abs}B2}$ and $R_{\text{abs}B5}$) were 13.36 and 13.91 kcal mol$^{-1}$ respectively, which are higher by approximately 1.2—4.4 kcal mol$^{-1}$ than other H-abstraction pathways. This is due to lower reactivity of unsaturated benzene ring for H-abstraction reaction than the saturated cyclohexane ring and methyl group of tonalide. While for cyclohexane—H—abstraction pathway $R_{\text{abs}C3}$, the calculated $\Delta G^e$ (8.53 kcal mol$^{-1}$) is the lowest among these H-abstraction pathways. That is, the former pathways ($R_{\text{abs}B2}$ and $R_{\text{abs}B5}$) can be ignored and the latter one ($R_{\text{abs}C3}$) will be the most significant pathway. Nevertheless, due to small $\Delta G^e$ differences among other pathways ($R_{\text{abs}B6,9}$; $R_{\text{abs}C2'}$, and $R_{\text{abs}C1',4',5'}$), the contribution of different pathways is unlikely to be identified solely based on their mechanisms. Therefore, to distinguish each pathway, further kinetics calculation is still needed.

Based upon the above discussion, the single-electron transfer pathway ($R_{\text{e}C1}$), carbonyl—•OH—addition pathway ($R_{\text{e}B7}$), and two benzene—H—abstraction pathways ($R_{\text{abs}B2}$ and $R_{\text{abs}B5}$) can be ruled out. The •OH-initiated transformation pathways of tonalide due to the endothermic reactions or high energy barriers. Therefore, only six •OH-addition pathways ($R_{\text{add}B1}$—6) and seven H-abstraction pathways ($R_{\text{abs}C2'}$, $C3'$, and $R_{\text{abs}B8, B9, C1, C4', C5'}$) are found to be the important pathways and have been employed to assess the kinetics and products’ toxicity.

3.3. Initial reaction kinetics of tonalide with •OH

To quantitatively evaluate the contribution of each pathway and provide detailed insights into the fate of tonalide in natural water, the •OH-initiated transformation rate constants of above mentioned 13 pathways were calculated within the temperature range of 273—313 K. The second-order rate constants of the tested pathways and total rate constant ($k_{\text{total}}$, the sum of rate constants of all these calculated pathways) were calculated. As shown in Table S2 and Fig. S2, the $k_{\text{total}}$ values fall into the range of $10^{9}$—$10^{10}$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$, which are close to the diffusion limited reaction over the whole temperature range (4 × 10$^8$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$). This indicates that •OH-initiated photochemical transformation of tonalide is almost a diffusion-controlled process. Additionally, as in Fig. S2 and Table S2 show, the rate constants of all pathways and $k_{\text{total}}$ increased with the temperature. For example, $k_{\text{total}}$ increased from 6.03 × 10$^9$ to 1.58 × 10$^{10}$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ as the temperature increased from 273 to 313 K. Thus, it can be concluded that increase of temperature promotes •OH-initiated transformation of tonalide. To some extent, this finding can explain the previously published experimental results that a pronounced seasonality of tonalide concentration is significantly correlated with water temperature (Buerg et al., 2003).

To further estimate the dependence of reaction kinetics upon temperature without experimental data, the Arrhenius formulae were established for the reactions within the temperature range of 273—313 K (Table S3). From the formulae, the activation energies of the reaction of tonalide with •OH was estimated to be only 4.11 kcal mol$^{-1}$ for the temperature range investigated. These indicate that tonalide is readily attacked by •OH in water. The half-life ($t_{1/2}$) of tonalide •OH-initiated transformation was calculated using formula $t_{1/2} = \ln(2)/k_{\text{total}} \times [\cdot\text{OH}]$, where [•OH] is the •OH concentration of 10$^{-12}$—10$^{-18}$ M in natural water (Allen et al., 1996; Brezonik and Fullerton-Brekken, 1998; Burns et al., 2012). The $t_{1/2}$ decreased with increasing temperature at a fixed [•OH]. Similarly, $t_{1/2}$ decreased with increasing [•OH] at fixed temperature (Table S4). For instance, $t_{1/2}$ increased from 14.32 s to 4.22 y as [•OH] decreased from 4.0 × 10$^{-12}$ to 4.3 × 10$^{-15}$ M at 298 K. Notably, the $t_{1/2}$s are lower than the direct photolysis (4 h) of tonalide, as the [•OH] in natural surface water exceed 7.98 × 10$^{-15}$, 3.98 × 10$^{-15}$ and 3.04 × 10$^{-15}$ M at 273, 298, and 313 K, respectively. In these cases, tonalide will mainly be transformed through •OH-initiated indirect photochemical transformation process, rather than direct photolysis. Since these [•OH] are common in surface water, the transformation products and their environmental exposure risks during •OH-initiated indirect photochemical transformation of tonalide should be considered seriously.

3.4. Prediction of primary transformation intermediates

To gain an understanding of the contribution of each pathway to the whole reaction and to quantitatively estimate the intermediates formed during the •OH-initiated transformation of tonalide, the dependence of branching ratio ($I_i$) upon temperature was calculated. Herein, $I_i$ of each pathway was determined using $I_i = \frac{k_i}{k_{\text{total}}}$, where $k_i$ is the reaction rate constant of ith pathway. The calculated $I_i$ within the temperature range of 273—313 K are summarized in Fig. 2.

For •OH-addition pathways, the $I_i$ for $R_{\text{add}B1}$ and $R_{\text{add}B5}$ pathways were obtained as 24.6% and 19.5% at 273 K, respectively, which are higher by at least 15% than the other four pathways. The $R_{\text{add}B1}$ and $R_{\text{add}B5}$ pathways remained the dominant pathways within whole temperature range of 213—313 K, although both of them decreased with increasing temperature. For example, at 313 K, $I_i$ were 14.5% ($R_{\text{add}B1}$) and 13.9% ($R_{\text{add}B5}$) are still higher by approximately 4% than the corresponding values of other pathways. Therefore, •tonalide-OH$_3$ and •tonalide-OH$_{B5}$ adducts, are predicted to be the mainly formed intermediates through •OH-addition pathways.

![Fig. 2. Calculated branching ratios ($I_i$) of the main transformation pathways for the reaction of tonalide with •OH within the temperature range of 273—313 K.](image-url)
For H-abstraction pathways, the contribution of the methyl-H-abstraction pathway \((R_{ab}/C8)\) was found to be less than 0.7% of total rate constant within the temperature range investigated. This indicates that this pathway can be completely ignored especially at low temperatures. However, \(T_5\) for \(R_{ab}/C9\) and \(R_{ab}/C3\) pathways were 18.8% and 14.6% respectively at 273 K. Other H-abstraction pathways contributed 4.5% \((R_{ab}/C1)\), 8.8% \((R_{ab}/C2)\), 1.7% \((R_{ab}/C4)\) and 1.1% \((R_{ab}/B9)\) to the total rate constant. The contribution of \(R_{ab}/C5\) and \(R_{ab}/C5\) pathways decreased to 13.9%–13.3% at 313 K, although both pathways remained the dominant. Therefore, the dehydrogenated intermediates ‘tonalide’ \((-H)_{C7}\) and ‘tonalide’ \((-H)_{C5}\) are found to be the main intermediates formed through H-abstraction pathways.

In sum, two ‘OH-addition pathways \((R_{add}/B1)\) and \(R_{add}/B5\) and two H-abstraction pathways \((R_{ab}/C3)\) and \(R_{ab}/C5\) would be the main pathways for tonalide transformation in water, producing the ‘OH-addition and H-abstraction intermediates. These two kinds of transient intermediates can be further confirmed by recent experimental study (Fang et al., 2016), and their transient absorption spectra were also observed at 450 and 360 nm, respectively. Among them, ‘OH-addition pathways are found more important than H-abstraction at low temperatures (-287 K) (Fig. S3). Particularly, \(R_{add}/B1\) is the most dominated pathway, mainly producing ‘OH-adduct ‘tonalide-OHB1’. With increasing temperature, the role of ‘OH-addition pathways became less significant. At 313 K, H-abstraction pathways was found to be dominant to form the dehydrogenized intermediates ‘tonalide’ \((-H)_{C7}\) and ‘tonalide’ \((-H)_{C5}\).

3.5. Formation of primary transformation products

Results discussed above show that several intermediates including ‘OH-adducts ‘tonalide-OHB1 and ‘tonalide-OHB5’ and dehydrogenated radicals ‘tonalide’ \((-H)_{C7}\) and ‘tonalide’ \((-H)_{C5}\) can be produced as the dominant intermediates in the initial reactions of tonalide with ‘OH. These intermediates, acting as highly activated radicals, can further undergo a series of reactions to produce more stable transformation products. Therefore, the subsequent reactions of these primary intermediates are necessary to be further tracked.

‘OH-addition Intermediate. The subsequent degradation pathways of ‘OH-adduct ‘tonalide-OHB1 were calculated. As Fig. 3a–c shows, the released energy of the former step of ‘OH-adduct ‘tonalide-OHB1 was only 9.72 kcal mol\(^{-1}\), which is not enough to support ‘tonalide-OHB1 to undergo the ring-opening reaction \((\Delta G^a = 35.93 \text{ kcal mol}^{-1})\). That is, the ring-opening reaction of ‘tonalide-OHB1 is difficult to occur through intramolecular H-transfer of ‘tonalide-OHB1, and therefore can be ruled out. However, ‘tonalide-OHB1 can directly undergo the cleavage of \(C-C\) bond linking carbonyl group and benzene ring (Fig. 3a), leading to the formation of acetaldehyde radical \((\text{CH}_3(\text{C}=\text{O})^\cdot)\) and phenolic product (PC1) due to this process only needs to overcome \(\Delta G^a\) of 3.42 kcal mol\(^{-1}\), which is lower by at least 30 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) than the former ring-opening reaction. As a result, acetaldehyde radical \((\text{CH}_3(\text{C}=\text{O})^\cdot)\) and phenolic product (PC1) should be obtained as the main transformation products in the ‘OH-initiated indirect photochemical transformation.

Under certain conditions with enough ‘OH such as in surface water receiving acidic mine drainage runoff (Allen et al., 1996), Lake Nichols in northern Wisconsin (Breznik and Fulkerson-Brekken, 1998), and advanced oxidation processes (Fig. 3b), ‘tonalide-OHB1 was more susceptible to be attacked by ‘OH to form three dihydroxyl isomers \((\text{OH}_B1-\text{OH}_B2,4,6)\). This is due to that these three reactions were barrier-less processes with very strong exothermic energies of –70.65, –66.36 and –67.84 kcal mol\(^{-1}\), respectively. Additionally, the released energies are more than the energy barriers of the subsequent reactions (43.30, 38.32 and 44.40 kcal mol\(^{-1}\), to form phenolic product (PC1), ketone product (PC2) and acetic acid. Similar conclusion can be drawn for the subsequent transformation pathways of ‘tonalide–OHB5 (Fig. S4a). That is, it would also be easily converted to dihydroxyl isomers including \(\text{OH}_B5-\text{OH}_B2\), \(\text{OH}_B5-\text{OH}_B4\) and \(\text{OH}_B5-\text{OH}_B6\). These products could be further transformed to monohydroxylated product tonalide–OHB5 via \(\text{H}_2\text{O}\)-elimination process. Overall, dihydroxyl isomers \((\text{OH}_B2-\text{OH}_B2,4,6\) and \(\text{OH}_B5-\text{OH}_B2,4,6\)), monohydroxylated product (tonalide-OHB5), PC1, PC2, and acetic acid were the main transformation products in the presence of ‘OH. These identified hydroxylated products were also detected in our previously published experimental work (Fang et al., 2016). This further confirmed the correction of our calculated transformation mechanism. Moreover, this theoretical result would shed light on the formation pathways of transformation products in the experiment and the attack position by ‘OH.

\(O_2\) is a mild oxidant and might participate in the subsequent tonalide transformation reaction in aerated water. Therefore, to better understand the subsequent fate of tonalide, the presence of \(O_2\) in the reaction was also considered. As Fig. 3c shows, ‘tonalide-OHB1 can easily react with \(O_2\) through an endothermic process with \(\Delta G^a\) of –5.68 kcal mol\(^{-1}\), producing intermediate (IM2). By further comparing the subsequent transformation of IM2, the \(\Delta G^a\) of H-transfer pathway (TS\(_{H\text{-transfer}}\)) was found to be 11.81 kcal mol\(^{-1}\), which is lower by approximately 72 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) than the opening-ring pathway (TS\(_{\text{opening-ring}}\)). This suggests that the former pathway was easier to occur than the latter, and IM2 can be further degraded into quinone product (PC3), acetaldehyde and ‘OH. This finding could theoretically reveal the photochemical formation of ‘OH from the emerging organics in natural waters.

Similar conclusion can be drawn for the subsequent transformation pathways of ‘tonalide–OHB5 (Fig. S4b). Monohydroxylated product (tonalide-OHB5), dihydroxylated product (PC4) and several ROSs including ‘OH and peroxy radical (‘OOH) were the main transformation products in the ‘OH-initiated indirect photochemical transformation process. The resultant ROSs will further promote tonalide photochemical transformation in natural waters.

H-abstraction Intermediate. The subsequent transformation pathway of H-abstraction intermediate ‘tonalide’ \((-H)_{C7}\) was also investigated (Fig. S5). ‘tonalide’ \((-H)_{C7}\) is prone to be further attacked by ‘OH in the presence of enough \(\text{OH}\), to produce a stable alcohol product (PC5). This is because that this process is barrier-less and strongly exothermic process with a release energy of –102.17 kcal mol\(^{-1}\), which is enough to completely overcome the later demethanation reaction with energy barrier of 75.76 kcal mol\(^{-1}\). Then the main transformation product, aldehyde derivative (PC6), will be formed. Similar conclusion can be drawn for the subsequent transformation pathways of ‘tonalide’ \((-H)_{C5}\) (Fig. S6), during which the alcohol (PC8) and aldehyde (PC9) are also formed.

Similarly, in aerated water, the reaction of \(O_2\) at the methene group of ‘tonalide’ \((-H)_{C5}\) could form the peroxy radical \((\cdot\text{tonalide})-\text{OO}) (Fig. S5) via a barrier-less process with an exothermic energy of –46.46 kcal mol\(^{-1}\). Then \((\cdot\text{tonalide})-\text{OO}) could transform into stable PC7 with an energy barrier of 41.15 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) along with ‘OH formation. In case of ‘tonalide’ \((-H)_{C5}\) (Fig. S6), a similar product (PC9) is mainly formed by eliminating the methoxyl radical from ‘tonalide’ \((-H)_{C5}\).

In short, during the ‘OH-initiated indirect photochemical transformation process of tonalide, different transformation products would be formed through ‘OH-addition and H-abstraction pathways, as well as possible subsequent reactions. For ‘OH-
addition pathways, the phenolic products (PC1, PC4 and tonalide-OHB5), benzoquinone derivatives (PC2 and PC3), dihydroxyl products (OHB1-OHB2,4,6 and OHB5-OHB2,4,6), and other small molecular products like /C15OH and acetic acid would mainly be formed. While for H-abstraction intermediates, alcohols (PC5 and PC8) and aldehydes (PC6, PC7 and PC9) were obtained as the main transformation products.

3.6. Bioaccumulation assessment for tonalide and its transformation products

The documented high concentration of tonalide in biota
indicated its potential bioaccumulation in aquatic organisms (Fromme et al., 2001b). Therefore, the bioaccumulation of tonalide in fish was assessed by calculating BCF, which is the most commonly used indicator for the ability of chemicals to accumulate in aquatic organisms (Meylan et al., 1999). Furthermore, to answer the questions whether the formed products have the potential bioaccumulation during the \( \text{OH}\)-initiated indirect photochemical transformation of tonalide in water and whether they will tend to accumulate more in aquatic organisms than original tonalide, the BCF of the transformation products were estimated. Generally, higher values of BCF of organics indicate higher bioaccumulation potential in fish tissue (Abhilash et al., 2009). According to REACH Annex XIII (2011) (Fernandez et al., 2012) and the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) of United States (Conder et al., 2008), a compound with \( 1 < \text{BCF} < 1000 \) was labeled as “tendency to accumulate in organisms”; \( 1000 < \text{BCF} < 5000 \) as “bioaccumulative (B)”; and \( \text{BCF} > 5000 \) as “very bioaccumulative (VB)” (Table S5). As shown in Tables S6–S8, the BCF of tonalide (696 L/kg wet-wt) is well comparable to the experimental data for Crucian carp (670 L/kg wet-wt) and zebrafish (600 L/kg wet-wt) (Gatemark et al., 2002; Rinkus, 1999). These high BCF values mean a significant bioaccumulation potential of tonalide to fish.

For the transformation products of RaddB1 pathway (Table S6 and Fig. 4), lower BCF of OHB1-OHB4 (145 L/kg wet-wt) indicates lower bioaccumulation propensity than tonalide in fish. However, higher BCFs (889–5590 L/kg wet-wt) of the rest of transformation products (PC1, PC3, and OHB1-OHB3, 6) of RaddB1 pathway were also observed. These indicate that all these products would tend to bioaccumulate in fish during indirect photolysis of tonalide transformation (Fig. 4). According to Tables S5 and S6, three indirect photolysis products (OHB1-OHB2, PC2, and PC3) with BCFs of 1744, 2016, and 1538 L/kg wet-wt respectively are considered to be “bioaccumulative”, suggesting their high occurrence in water. Particularly, the phenolic product PC1 with an extremum high BCF (5590 L/kg wet-wt) was identified as “very bioaccumulative”. The value slightly exceeds the cutoff criterion (5000 L/kg wet-wt) set for the typically persistent organics, and therefore is termed as critically bioaccumulative (Holbrook et al., 2008). Based on the obtained transformation mechanisms, it is found that the presence of \( \text{O}_2 \) or warm water environments will be unfavorable to form PC1. Thus, during the \( \text{OH}\)-initiated indirect photolysis, this critically bioaccumulative product PC1 should be paid more attention in cold water environments or under the anaerobic conditions.

However, various bioaccumulation assessment results were obtained for RaddB5 pathway (Fig. S7 and Table S7). The product PC4 formed in the aerated aquatic environment would tend to bioaccumulate in fish through pathway RaddB5, due to its higher BCF (842 L/kg wet-wt). Compared with tonalide, other products have lower bioaccumulation ability (Fig. S7 and Table S6), although they would be potentially bioaccumulated in fish. This theoretical results reveal that aquatic organisms could suffer more serious impact during the \( \text{OH}\)-initiated indirect photochemical transformation in water, due to the accumulation of these transformation products.

As for H-abstraction pathways (Table S8 and Figs. S8–S9), the BCFs of all transformation products were in the range of 44–189 L/kg wet-wt, which are 3–15 times lower than that of tonalide. This indicates that the bioaccumulation of all these H-abstraction products is less than tonalide, and would be insignificant during the \( \text{OH}\)-initiated indirect photochemical transformation of tonalide.

3.7. Aquatic toxicity of tonalide and its transformation products

Above results suggest that, during indirect photochemical transformation of tonalide, some products can potentially bioaccumulate in fish, indicating an increase of risks to aquatic organisms. In this study, the acute and chronic toxicities of tonalide as well as its transformation products to fish were estimated using ECOSAR program. As shown in Fig. 5 and Tables S6–S8, the acute (LC50) and chronic toxicity values (ChV) of tonalide were obtained as 0.10 and 0.02 mg L\(^{-1}\), respectively. According to the European Union criteria (described in Annex VI of Directive 67/548/EEC) and the Chinese hazard evaluation guidelines for new chemicals (HJT 154–2004) (Table S9), tonalide is classified as very toxic to fish (LC50 < 1.0 mg L\(^{-1}\) and ChV<0.1 mg L\(^{-1}\)) both acute and chronic toxicities. Therefore, the aquatic toxicity of tonalide transformation products during \( \text{OH}\)-initiated indirect photochemical transformation process should be considered.

Fig. 5 and Fig. S10 shows the aquatic toxicity evolution through \( \text{OH}\)-addition transformation pathways RaddB1 and RaddB5. Tables S6–S7 also list the corresponding toxic values. The LC50 of the phenolic products (PC1 and tonalide-OHB5) were obtained as 0.03 and 0.06 mg L\(^{-1}\) respectively, which are approximately 3 and 1.7 times lower than that of tonalide. This suggests that the acute toxicity would be increased during tonalide transformation to PC1 and tonalide-OHBs. However, smaller acute toxicity were found in the formation of all other transformation products (PC2, PC3, OHB1-OHB2,4, and OHB5-OHB2,4,6), although they have the same toxic level as tonalide, except the acute toxicity of OHB1-OHB4 (LC50 = 2.83 mg L\(^{-1}\), which is classified as less toxic by one level.

For chronic toxicity, the ChVs for all formed products except PC1,
PC4, OH$_{B1}$-OH$_{B2.6}$ and tonalide-OHB$_5$, were either same or larger than that of tonalide (0.02 mg L$^{-1}$). This suggests that chronic toxicity to fish would increase during these products (PC1, PC4, OH$_{B1}$-OH$_{B2.6}$ and tonalide-OHB$_5$) formation. The toxicity evolution would always be the same for the transformation of dihydroxylated products (OH$_{B3}$-OH$_{B2}$ and OH$_{B1}$-OH$_{B6}$) to PC1 (Fig. 5). This finding well explains the experimental facts that prolonged irradiation or ozonation bring no reduction of tonalide toxicity (Santiago-Morales et al., 2012).

However, different results were obtained through the H-abstraction pathways $R_{ab}$CS’ and $R_{ab}$CS (Figs. S11–S12). The acute and chronic toxicities would decrease during tonalide transformation through both mentioned ($R_{ab}$CS’ and $R_{ab}$CS) pathways. But nearly all transformation products were still identified as very toxic, and showed at the same toxic level as that of tonalide. Therefore, these H-abstraction products should not be neglected during such an analysis.

Thus, it can be concluded that, during the •OH-initiated indirect photochemical transformation of tonalide in water, all H-abstraction products possessed lower aquatic toxicity, while the •OH-addition products including phenolic products (PC1 and tonalide-OHB$_5$) exhibited higher aquatic toxicity than tonalide. Theoretical results further revealed the reason of experimental speculation from the viewpoint of organics (Porolinci et al., 2015). Namely, the aquatic organisms, which are exposed to tonalide for their entire life span, possible result in high toxicity. Thus, the aquatic toxicity of these indirect photochemical transformation products and tonalide should not be ignored.

4. Conclusions

This paper theoretically evaluated the •OH-initiated indirect photochemical transformation of typical polycyclic musk tonalide. The photochemical transformation mechanisms, kinetics, bioaccumulation and ecotoxicities of transformation products to fish were investigated. The major findings are listed as following:

1) •OH-initiated indirect photochemical transformation plays an important role in tonalide photochemical degradation in aquatic environment. Particularly, it would be more important than direct photochemical transformation, as [•OH] exceeds $7.98 \times 10^{-12}$ M.

2) The environment temperature can significantly influence tonalide transformation mechanism. For example, •OH-addition pathway was dominant at low temperature, whereas H-abstraction will be predominant at high temperature.

3) Compared with tonalide, all the transformation products from H-abstraction were less bioaccumulative and less toxic to fish, but most of the transformation products from •OH-addition have up to 8 times higher BCF and severer aquatic toxicity, during the •OH-initiated indirect photochemical transformation process of tonalide.

4) The most bioaccumulative and toxic product were mainly formed under anaerobic or low temperatures aquatic conditions, during the •OH-initiated indirect photochemical transformation process of tonalide.

5) The environmental impact of PCMs and their degradation products in water should be paid more attention in the future experimental studies and environmental assessment.
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